Recently, pirates are infesting on the sea and they have been hijacking the several vessels for example Samho Dream and Samho Jewelry of Korea. One of the items to reduce the risk is to adopt the invader detection system. If the pirates break in to the ship, the detection system can monitor the pirates and then call the security alarm. The crew can gain time to hide to the safe room and the report can be automatically sent to the control room to cope with the situation. For the invader detection, an unmanned observation system was proposed using the image detection algorithm that extracts the invader image from the recording image. To detect the motion area, the difference value was calculated between the current image and the prior image of the invader, and the 'AND' operator was used in calculated image and edge line. The image noise was reduced based on the morphology operation and then the image was transformed into morphological information. Finally, a neural network model was applied to recognize the invader. In the experimental results, it was confirmed that the proposed approach can improve the performance of the recognition in the invader monitoring system.
Introduction
Recently, the ships have been frequently hijacking by the pirates and this should be a serious nuisance to the governments. For example, Samho Dream and Samho Jewelry were hijacked by the Somalia pirate and some crews were injured and finally the mother company, Samho Shipping Company filed for receivership. Therefore, any solution is urgently needed to reduce the shipping risk occurring by the pirates. In this study, the invader detection system is proposed to solve the pirate problem.
High-performance intrusion detection systems are required to cope with intellectual crimes. And for the high-performance, expensive hardwares and complicated softwares are necessary in the invader inspection system. Therefore, the kinds of the systems have been usually installed and operated in the financial companies [1] . However, recently, because importance of the security system is increasing, the surveillance systems are broadly applied.
To develop the surveillance system, several methods have been applied but the light effect is still problem. To reduce the light effect, the variable background image was used based on the light variation with the threshold value [2] and in the other study, the fuzzy binarization technique was applied to extract the light color from the target image [3] . In the case that it is difficult to remove the background noise, ancillary instruments have been used. Sound source tracking sensor [4] or motion sensor [5] was adjunctively employed to improve the performance. And aside from the above approaches, prediction of the long-term motion of the invader was utilized to track the geometric path of the invader [6] .
The several studies related to the feature extraction for the surveillance system consist of two major approaches. In the first method, specific features are extracted from a moving object that is separated from an original image and then the system detects whether intrusion happens or not. To solve the above problems in this study, a cheap PC-camera (camera for a personal computer) was used for invader detection and recognition. The proposed tracking algorithm consists of the three steps. In the first step, the proposed motion detection method is used to detect a moving object and in the second step, motion of the human or background is detected and feature information is extracted from the detected image. In the final step, the extracted information is used in neural network models to recognize the invader. The neural network models applied in this study are feedforward networks and a back-propagation algorithm is used for training. The final goal of the study is to construct the real-time invader detection and recognition system that can inform the invading situation to the ship crews promptly.
In this manuscript, Section 2 shows research trend and problems of the motion detection, Section 
Literature Survey
In this section, traditional researches and algorithms for detection and tracking of the motion objects, and extraction of the motion are detection methods will be defined [2] .
Motion Detection Methods
The traditional procedure for feature extraction and detection from the moving objects is shown in Figure 1 . Feature extraction and detection from the moving object can be generally achieved by the five steps. First, images are acquired using a camera and in the second stage, a moving object is separated from a background using difference image between a current image and a prior image of the recording images. In the third stage, feature information is extracted from the separated area. In the fourth stage, the moving object is detected based on the extracted feature. And finally, the recognition result of the moving object from the fourth stage is informed to the user.
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Figure 1: Detection and recognition algorithm
In this section, the research trend is introduced based on major factors of the extraction and detection system of the moving object [7] . The purpose of this section is to compare the several motion detection methods focusing on advantages and disadvantages of the methods.
Classification based on input image type
In the extraction and detection researches of the moving object, different features can be extracted from initial images with respect to the image acquisition methods. In the research, the input image is extracted by the three popular methods that use a gray scale image [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , a distance [13] , and an infrared ray [14] [15] .
Input images used in this study are CCD types recorded by a PC-camera, and YUV (Ycbcr) color typed and 320 by 240 sized color images. As comparing to other types of the sensors, this algorithm requires cheaper equipment and provides high accuracy in detection performance because it gathers shape, brightness, and color information that is the same with human's eye view. However, the problems of the computation load and treatment speed still exists. The proposed algorithm in this study will solve the processing load of the color images and improve reliability of the detection performance.
Classification using feature information
Significant feature information is necessary to detect well the moving object for extraction and detection of the moving object from the acquisition image. Feature information includes the geometric feature of the moving object [8] [9] [10] [11] and the motion feature during the fixed time interval [12] [13] Model), fuzzy logic, and neural networks are broadly studied [8, 10] .
Non-linear classification methods are necessary to detect an invader whose shape is frequently changed based on a PC-Camera, but the traditional methods cannot guarantee good performance due to the variation of the invader motion. To solve the problem in this study, neural network models with a BP(Back-Propagation) learning rule were applied to detect and identify the several shapes of the invaders from the background noises.
Classification of Motion Detection Algorithms
Using difference images between the current flame and the time past flame(prior image) is a major method of the motion detection that can detect moving objects from time-series images. The second method is to separate the current image and the background image(zero time images) and to detect the moving objects. Using blocks is also a method of the movement detection and several methods are used for motion detection under specific environment and purposes.
In this section, two methods using difference images and blocks are introduced that are most general methods in motion detection [16] .
Motion Detection using difference image
This method uses difference of the pixel value between a current frame and a prior frame of the image and then statistical feature of the difference image is used for motion detection [17] [18] . A motion detection algorithm using a difference image can obtain many information of the pixel because this directly uses the pixel values. But it requires a large memory size than a block algorithm and it is sensitive to the camera noise and environment change because this method stores all pixel value.
Therefore the appropriate algorithm and feature in motion detection are essentially applied that can adapt to the environment condition and target object. 
Motion Detection using blocks
The frame memory is not necessary in the feature extraction method using the block and it is necessary that block features of the initial image are just stored. And this method has low effect to the noise and is not sensitive to camera shaking than the motion detection method using the difference image. But detection accuracy and performance can be changed with respect to the block size, so accuracy and correlation analysis corresponding to the change of the block size is required. This method has a speed problem for algorithm calculation in real-time application [17] , [19] . 
Conventional Approach for Invader Detection

Conventional Motion Detection Method
A PC-Camera is cheap equipment based on a digital processing type and strong to motion detection, but in the motion detection algorithm, complete detection of the motion area is dependent on how to separate the motion area from the initial image such as a background area. This phenomenon can be occurred by a whit noise that is generated by small numbers of the pixel variation of the background area caused by lighting variation.
To track the moving object, firstly, a moving object has to be detected and segmented with a background area in the image. Continuous images and derivative of the images for calculating variation of the pixel intensity are used to detect motion from the images recorded continuously using a camera [20] . In this section, the traditional algorithm and the proposed algorithm in this study will be compared and analyzed. The initial image used in this study is shown in This algorithm is an effective method for motion area detection than the detection method using the background image but the nose effect is still big problem in area detection.
Image subtraction used as following equations (1) and providing similar efficiency is used.
The typical types of the masks are shown in As comparing to the two traditional algorithms for detecting the moving object, the combined algorithm using the motion area and the current area can effectively detect the moving objects but a noise problem still exists. To solve the problem, the typical de-noise algorithm for noise removing such as the morphological filtering and labeling method will be described in the next section. 
Noise Removing Algorithm
In this section, the morphological filtering and labeling method are described to minimize and to remove noise effects that exist in the difference images.
Morphological Filtering
Morphological filtering is basically used to reconstruct and emphasize the object shape in the image as well as is used in application of the number, symbol, and character [21] [22] .
Morphological filtering has many techniques such as dilation, erosion, and a combination method, namely, opening and closing operation.
In this study, erosion operation among the 
Figure 9:
The result by the erosion operation.
Labeling Method
The labeling technique is a method to detect the object in the image using some feature such as shape, size, and others. Using the labeling process, each pixel indicating each object is grouped as a specific area and then the tied groups are examined and classified with respect to the area, center value, area length, circular ratio, and others. To inspect connection between pixels, a 4-neighbor or an 8-neighbor method is used to inspect pixel connectivity to the neighbor pixel. The pixels including in the examined group show a specific object such as symbols, figures, faces, and others.
The defined pixel group has a specific label to provide some information in image processing, that is, the labeling technique.
In this study, a 4-neighbor method among the 
Detection Region Segmentation
In the traditional region segmentations, labeling, and vertical and horizontal projection are generally The moving object is segmented by the projection results in this study as shown in Figure   11 . Figure 11 (b) shows the result of the projection operation to the erosion image that is massaged by the pre-treatment algorithm using the boundary of the motion area and current area. As shown in In the next section, the novel algorithm is proposed to solve both problems in motion detection. The proposed algorithm can detect the motion area completely without reducing the necessary information based on filtering.
The Invader Monitoring Application Proposed in This Study
In this section, the structure and operating principal of the proposed invader detection system 한국마린엔지니어링학회지 제36권 제5호, 2012. 7 / 655 are introduced and the proposed method and the past studied method using the difference image are compared and analyzed for invader detection.
Algorithm Proposed in This Study
Structure of the Detection System
In this study, the proposed system consists of the three parts. First, a PC-camera records the initial image, secondly, motion is detected, and then the feature is extracted for recognition. Finally, the invader is recognized. The designed system block diagram is shown in Figure 12 . Motion recognition is performed by a neural network model that is a general feedforward typed network.
Motion Area Detection Using Max-Valued Edge Detection
Because the above traditional methods using the background image or the prior image can be affected by the image noises, the moving object can not be exactly detected. But the traditional algorithm is simple and fast. The other algorithm using the motion area and the current area provides the good performance for motion detection, but this method is weak to the image noises. To improve the performance, the noise has to be removed. In this case, the computation time can be increased and important information can be reduced what we want to detect. For development of the invader detection system that has high reliability and practicality, the algorithm has to be simple, insensitive to the environment variation (noise influence), and detect the exact motion area.
In this study, to solve the problems, the improved method is proposed as shown in Figure   13 . suitable determination of the layer or node numbers, the model can be over-fitted, and vice verse. Therefore, the users have to know the system characteristics and training mechanisms. In this study, three layers networks were designed and 32 nodes for the hidden layers were used. Nodes for the output layers are dependent on the result types.
In this study, the result has just two values that one is the motion area and the other is the background area.
Invader Identification Using Feature Information
The invader detection system based on real-time image processing has to detect the noisy area caused by the background variation that is generated by the non-fixed objects and recognize several types of the invaders. Therefore, it is difficult to detect the invader using feature information extracted from the fixed objects.
For the 4th step of Figure 12 , the 
Simulations and Results
In this section, it is described that the proposed Table 2 . The ranges of the initial weights are randomly determined from -0.5 to 0.5. 
Experiment Results of Motion Area
The results of motion area detection are shown in Table 3 . In these experiments, where it is correctly detected or not was determined by the empirical knowledge of the operator.
As shown in the results, the performance of the proposed algorithm for motion area detection can be influenced by the similarity of the background, and existence and nonexistence of the shadow. In the forward movement case, the detection accuracy is 85.2%, and 70% and 72.4% in the left and the right movement case, respectively. In the stoop case, the accuracy is 59.6%, that is, over 59.6% of the motion area can be detected using 24 frame images per second. In this study, 24 frame images per second are used and at least over one frame of the 24 frame images can be correctly detected in motion detection. The detection ratio was calculated by the subjective decision of the operator. 
Experiment Results for Invader Recognition
Among the 50 frame images, 15 frame images are used for training and 20 frame images are used for testing for each condition such as forward, left, right, stop, electric fan, and curtain moving. In this study, the 32 hidden nodes and the 2 output nodes are used that are determined by the trial and error method. The learning rate is 0.8.
The results of invader recognition are shown in Table 5 . The performance of invader recognition is varied due to the change of lighting and the feature of the object behavior. Namely, the performance variation occurs when the staying time in the inspection area is very slow and the moving direction is rapidly changed. Even though the situation exists, in the forward movement case, the accuracy is 85% and 60% and 55% in the left and the right movement case, respectively. In the stoop case, the accuracy is 40%. This accuracy was evaluated by 24 frames per second, so as considering per second, most of the invasion was recognized by the applied neural network model. Table 6 shows the noise recognition. Curtain movement was perfectly recognized as a noise image but the three fan movement was not correctly recognized. The accuracy of fan and curtain movement was 85% and 100%, respectively.
The motion area detection process is affected by the system condition and the image noise such as fan or curtain movement but in this recognition process, it is possible that specific feature information describing the characteristics of the invasion reduces environment effects. The feature information was used in the neural network model and invasion situations were detected and recognized. No of input images 20 20 No of correct recognition of non invader 17 20 Accuracy 85% 100%
Conclusions
In this study, the invader detection system is proposed that uses the difference image of the recording images using a PC-camera. For motion detection, the difference image is calculated between the current frame and the prior frame and then the edge image of the current frame is extracted by the Sobel algorithm. Next, 'AND' operation is implemented to the difference image and the edge image to detect moving object.
Feature information is extracted from the detected motion area and then the invader is detected by neural network models using the extracted features.
As analyzing the experiment results, the proposed system shows the improved performance of invader detection than the traditional approaches.
In the future works, we want to develop a mobile image transmission system embedding the proposed invader detection algorithm. Today, the industry of the mobile image transmission system is an early stage that the system just real-time inspects the invader without a warning function.
Therefore, the automatic detection and warning system can be attractive in the mobile image inspection service industry.
